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Segmentation fault occurs when 
running Ubuntu Xenial-based guest 

images 

ISSUE 
Depending on hardware, the Ubuntu 16.04 guest can fail when trying to utilize AVX/AVX2              
extensions to the x86 instruction set provided by KVM hypervisor. Booting the Ubuntu             
16.04 guest can fail due to a kernel panic in ‘raid6_avx21_gen_syndrome()’ if the CPU              
supports AVX2 instructions and KVM provides AVX2 extensions to the guest [1]. 

 

SUMMARY 
The Mirantis Openstack provisioning system always configures ‘cpu_mode=host-model’        
for all QEMU/KVM compute nodes. This means that a list of all existing physical CPU               
features (SSE4, AVX/AVX2, etc) will be advertised to a guest. In fact, some instructions              
might be unavailable in guest mode due to hardware and/or host kernel limitations or              
may not be supported by a guest OS. As a result, the guest that tries to use such                  
instructions experiences problems such as a guest process crash (SIGSEGV/SIGILL) or a            
guest kernel panic when a guest’s kernel tries to use the aforementioned CPU             
instructions.  

 

AFFECTS 
Mirantis OpenStack 5.1, 6.0, 6.1, 7.0, 8.0. 

 

SECURITY IMPACT 
None. 
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FIX AVAILABLE FOR 
Mirantis OpenStack 5.1, 6.0, 6.1, 7.0, 8.0. 

 

HOW TO DETERMINE IF YOU ARE AFFECTED 
Compute nodes with Intel and AMD CPUs supporting AVX2 extensions [2] and using KVM              
hypervisor can not run Ubuntu 16.04 images. Verify the ‘ /etc/nova/nova.conf’ file content            
and CPU options to figure out whether a particular node is affected or not.  

Compute node is affected if: 

● Compute’s CPU supports ‘avx2’ instruction set extension. 
● ‘/etc/nova/nova.conf’ : 

○ the ‘virt_type’ configuration option of the ‘[libvirt]’ section is set to ‘kvm’            
(virt_type=kvm); 

○ the ‘cpu_mode’ configuration option of the ‘[libvirt]’ section is set to           
‘host-model’ or ‘host-passthrough’ (‘cpu_mode=host-model’ or     
‘cpu_mode=host-passthrough’). Or the ‘cpu_mode’ configuration option of       
the ‘[libvirt]’ section is set to ‘custom’ and the configured ‘cpu_model’           
profile supports ‘avx2’. 

You can use the Fuel CLI to automate the steps above for standard environments. By               
default, ‘cpu_mode’ is set to ‘host-model’ and you can not change it using Fuel. See               
“AUTOMATED CHECK” in ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. 

STEPS TO CORRECT 
There are two possible workarounds for the described issue. It is essential to understand              
their possible pros and cons to choose the best one. 

First, you can simply change ‘cpu_mode’ parameter in `nova.conf` to ‘none’ on all compute              
nodes. When ‘cpu_mode=none’ is configured, libvirt does not specify CPU model and            
QEMU asks to provide the slightly modified default CPU profile called ‘qemu-64’ with             
basic CPU features. As a result, ‘avx2’ extension is not advertised to guests. 

● Pros: simplicity, reliability; 
● Cons: some essential CPU features are not going to be provided to VMs. 

Steps to apply workaround #1 (to be done on every compute node): 
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1. Backup  /etc/nova/nova.conf  file. 
2. Edit /etc/nova/nova.conf file . Change ‘cpu_mode’ config option from ‘host-mode’ to          

‘none’. 
3. Restart nova-compute service: 

a. Ubuntu: ‘ restart nova-compute ’; 
b. Centos: ‘ service openstack-nova-compute restart ’. 

4. Hard reboot existing instances to apply configured CPU mode. 

Second, you can analyze server’s CPU capabilities and to choose best possible vCPU             
model to be configured for VM or even define your own model with its own set of CPU                  
features. See “SELECTING CUSTOM vCPU” in ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. 

STEPS TO REVERT THE PATCH 
1. Restore backup files on all compute nodes. 

2. (Optional). If cpu_map.xml  was restored from backup, restart libvirtd: 

a. Ubuntu: ‘ restart libvirtd ’; 

b. Centos: ‘ service libvirtd restart ’. 

3. Restart nova-compute on all compute nodes: 

a. Ubuntu: ‘ restart nova-compute ’; 
b. Centos: ‘ service openstack-nova-compute restart’. 

4. Hard reboot existing instances to apply configured CPU mode. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

OVERVIEW 
Modern CPUs provide a number of extensions to standard x86 instruction set. Some             
extensions are used to optimize existing capabilities, others are used to add valuable             
features. For example, SSE instruction sets add extended searching and comparing           
capabilities; x2apic provides the most recent generation of the Intel programmable           
interrupt controller. Another example is AES-NI extension used to improve the speed of             
encryption/decryption operations. 

A typical hypervisor supports configuring a set of CPU features (or extensions of             
instruction sets) provided for VM's CPU. Some of them should be supported by host's              
CPU, others are emulated by hypervisor itself. A system administrator or provisioning            
system (like OpenStack) should choose an optimal set of CPU features to be provided to               
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guest. Smooth VM migration, optimal performance, customer satisfaction, and support of           
full spectrum of guest operating systems are key points to look at. 

You can describe VM's CPU in libvirt using a base CPU model name, which is a shorthand                 
for a set of feature flags, a set of additional feature flags, and the topology               
(sockets/cores/threads). The libvirt KVM driver provides a number of standard CPU model            
names. These models are defined in the   /usr/share/libvirt/cpu_map.xml  file. [3] 

Two Compute configuration options in the ‘[libvirt]’ group of nova.conf define which type             
of CPU model is exposed to the hypervisor when using KVM: ‘cpu_mode’ and ‘cpu_model’.              
The ‘cpu_mode’ option can take one of the following values: 

● ‘none’ - leave the choice to hypervisor  
● ‘host-passthrough’ - libvirt tells KVM to pass through the host CPU with no             

modification  
● ‘host-model’ - default, libvirt identifies the CPU model in         

/usr/share/libvirt/cpu_map.xml file that most closely matches the host and requests          
additional CPU flags to complete the match  

● custom - you can explicitly specify one of the supported named models using the              
cpu_model configuration option. [3] 

OTHER DISTRIBUTIONS 
Supposedly, Ubuntu 16.04 is the only major cloud image affected. The shortlist of             
working (not affected) images includes: 

● latest Arch [4]; 
● Centos 6 [5]; 
● Centos 7 [6]; 
● Debian 8.5 [7]; 
● Debian Testing [8]; 
● Fedora 24 [9]; 
● openSUSE 13.2 [10]; 
● Ubuntu 15.04 [11]; 
● Ubuntu 15.10 [12]; 
● Ubuntu 16.10 [13]. 

AUTOMATED TEST 
#!/bin/bash 
NODE_LIST=`fuel node list 2>1 | grep 'compute'`; 
NODE_COUNT=`echo "$NODE_LIST" | wc -l` 
for (( i=1; i<=$NODE_COUNT; i++ )); do 
    LINE=`echo "$NODE_LIST" | sed -n "$i"p` 
    COMPUTE_IP=`echo $LINE | awk -F \| '{ print $5 }' | tr -d '[[:space:]]'`; 
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    COMPUTE_NAME=`echo $LINE | awk -F \|  '{ print $3 }'`; 
    if ! ping -c 1 $COMPUTE_IP &> /dev/null; 
        then 
            echo "Compute node "$COMPUTE_NAME" is down"; 
            continue; 
    fi; 
    IS_AVX2_ENABLED=`ssh "$COMPUTE_IP" "grep -c avx2 /proc/cpuinfo" 2>/dev/null`; 
    IS_KVM_CONFIGURED=`ssh "$COMPUTE_IP" "grep kvm /etc/nova/nova.conf | grep -c 
^virt_type" 2>/dev/null`; 
    IS_CPU_MODE_HOST_MODEL=`ssh "$COMPUTE_IP" "grep host-model 
/etc/nova/nova.conf | grep -c ^cpu_mode" 2>/dev/null`; 
    if ((IS_AVX2_ENABLED > 0)) && ((IS_KVM_CONFIGURED > 0)) && 
((IS_CPU_MODE_HOST_MODEL > 0)); 
        then echo "Compute node "$COMPUTE_NAME" is affected"; 
    fi; 
done 

SELECTING CUSTOM vCPU 
The /usr/share/libvirt/cpu_map.xml file contains definitions of CPU models. Every         
definition has its name and the number of supported extensions. You can choose the best               
existing definition, or define a new one. You need to restart libvirtd after modifying              
cpu_map.xml . 

You can find a list of Compute’s CPU features in the official specification and              
/proc/cpuinfo file. Some features may not be supported by a motherboard and hypervisor             
or even switched off in BIOS. You should run extensive tests before applying             
configuration changes in production. 

● Pros: best customer experience; 
● Cons: takes effort, error-prone. 

Steps to apply workaround #2 (to be done on every compute node after testing in the                
lab): 

1. Open  /usr/share/libvirt/cpu_map.xml .  

2. Select the optimal CPU profile or define a new one. 

3. If the new profile is defined, backup ‘cpu_map.xml’ and restart the libvirtd service: 

a. Ubuntu: ‘ restart libvirtd ’; 

b. Centos: ‘ service libvirtd restart ’. 

4. Backup the /etc/nova/nova.conf  file. 
5. Edit the /etc/nova/nova.conf  file: 
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a. change ‘cpu_mode’ config option from ‘host-mode’ to ‘custom’; 
b. set ‘cpu_model’ config option to the selected CPU profile name. 

6. Restart nova-compute service: 
a. Ubuntu: ‘ restart nova-compute ’; 
b. Centos: ‘ service openstack-nova-compute restart ’. 

7. Hard reboot existing instances to apply configured CPU mode. 
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